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About This Game

"EVEN IF YOU WERE EATEN, YOU HAVE TWO CHOICES..."

How often did you Wake up in a dark room, with no idea where you are or what to do next?
Two or three times?..

Well, not exactly more than ten times!

In this game, nobody tells you what to do – after all, it's simple:
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- Do not touch sharp objects
- Beware of strange creatures

- Don't go in the dark
For a start it's enough.

But to solve this puzzle you'll need something more than perseverance and reaction.
More than observation and caution.
More than determination and luck...

Welcome to Neonomicon!
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pretty good game. NEONomicon is simple yet impressive. This game is not the type of game for people who rage easily.
As the player, you are able to do three things: move, jump, and create flares. Whether you're playing on a keyboard or
controller, the game teaches you these three mechanics when you first enter and it's up to you to use them to get through each
map.
There are six colored maps that you'll encounter, each with their own "theme" (enemy heavy, canon heavy, jump heavy, etc.).
Every new map you enter is not lit, even if you're entering a map that you've already encountered. You light the maps up by
using flares, dying by spikes, or dying by saw blades.
You collect little squares in specific locations on the map in order to generate more energy to use a flare. Each square gives you
50 energy, but the more flares you use, the more energy you'll need to generate a new flare. When you die on a spike, your
whole body stays there and lights that specific spot. When you die by a saw blade, your body disperses into little bits that still
light the map, but create a glitch effect when you touch them. Dead bodies and debris are useful, but it might stack up and
actually hinder you while you're trying to make it through the map.
There are several aggrivating aspects to the game that aren't related to the gameplay. The numbers in the upper left corner aren't
explained, but they're important to know in order to manage your resources, know which room your in, and know when and
where the exit is which is pretty important to know if you want beat the game. Sometimes the glitching from your debris causes
unwarranted death. The most infuriating thing that I've encountered while playing this game is how sometimes you get trapped
in or fall through the floors which I'm hoping is just because of glitches and isn't something that is a part of the game.
With those cons aside, the game itself is really fun. The concept of the game is something that you don't see very often. It's not
done as a gimmick, but as a way to enhance this minimalistic puzzle platformer. The game has a certain amount of replayability
with the starting location changing and the maps being in different orders each time you reload the game. If you can get past the
initial rage of dying a couple hundred times, the learning curve isn't too bad. Also once you start getting used to the maps, you
can impress your friends by getting through it without using flares or needing to die. For anyone who likes challenging puzzle
platformers, I recommend this game.. simple gameplay i like it. This is the type of game you will either enjoy for the challenge
or hate for how unforgiving it is.

You can find 35 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
 https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3QfCFxBTZjU

NEONomicon is a puzzle platformer where the word "minimalistic" is a fair descriptor.

Before begining ask yourself:

Am I fine with dying over and over, then over some more?
Do I enjoy games with no exposition, so I need to figure it out all myself?
Is the need to remember the layout of a level just to get through it something I can handle?

If the answer is NO to those questions, this game is NOT for you.

There isn't much to say about this game, as it is a simple premise. You start in the dungeon in a random location (the 1st room is
always the same) and the goal is to find where the exit is. The dungeon is a 5x5 grid of levels, with each level having 4
entry\/exit points. You need to work your way through the dungeon, checking each exit point until you find the correct one.
Each time the game is loaded, the layout of the the dungeon changes with the rooms shuffled and it appears that there are more
room variations when you see in a single dungeon, so the game offers a large amount of replayability.
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There is no save system though, so allow at least an hour to attempt a playthrough. There are 2 types of enemy in the game (I
have seen), a small version you can kill by jumping on them and a large version you cant. There are also 2 types of traps, spikes
that kill you and leave your body behind and a cog that cuts you up into 4 pieces. On top of that each stage is in the dark and the
only constant light is from the player, as well as a slight glow from any dead bodies on a stage. You can drop light orbs, but this
ability must be recharged via collectables.

I have enjoyed the challenge, and in 4 hours have got to the exit once. While I feel the player would benefit from a save system,
I can understand that it would hamper the playstyle the developer is going for. The gameplay will limit people interested in the
game, and the lack of a save might reduce that pool of players further - so I would suggest to the developer to add one in (if its
there, I haven't found it).

All that said, I have enjoyed the game and feel its good value for under $2.. Difficult but interesting game. You're running for a
glowing square and trying to get out of the maze.
Music is horrible, but you can turn it off. I bought at a discount. I recommend to everyone.
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